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ҁ౻Ϸ༊ීҙፎਜ
APPLICATION FOR CASHIER’S ORDER AND REMITTANCE
Please complete in BLOCK LETTERS ፎҔི҅༤ቪ

Please “  ” where applicable. ፎӧޜϣу“  ”
Ref. No. ᒌ၌ጓဦ Ǻ
Cashier’s Order ҁ౻

Demand Draft ༊౻

Date ВයǺ
Local RTGS ҁӦ༊ී

T/T ႝ༊

Customer’s Information ࠼Њၗ
Customer’s Name ࠼ЊӜᆀ

Tel. No.ႝ၉

Debit A/C No. Ѝб፡Њဦዸ
Name of Payee of Cashier’s Order/ Demand Draft
ҁ౻ / ༊౻ࣹб

----

Currency & Amount ჾϷߎᚐ

Certification of the purchaser(s) at the back of the Cashier’s Order / Demand Draft required ፎܭҁ౻/༊౻ङ।ຓჴ၀౻ޑᖼວޣ

Remittance Instruction ༊ීࡰҢ
Remittance Currency ༊ීჾ

Amount ߎᚐ

Debit A/C No.

Currency ჾ

Ѝб༊ීߎᚐϐ፡Њဦዸ

Currency ჾ

Ѝб༊ීҔϐ፡Њဦዸ

A/C No. ፡Њဦዸ

----

32A

Value Date (if any) ༊ීбීВ (ӵԖ)

56A

Intermediary Bank (if any)

Name Ӝᆀ

ύᙯሌՉ (ӵԖ)

Address Ӧ֟
Country ୯ৎ

Beneficiary’s Bank

Name Ӝᆀ

ԏීሌՉ

Address Ӧ֟
Country ୯ৎ

59

A/C No. ፡Њဦዸ

----

Charges Debit A/C No.

57

----

Beneficiary

Name Ӝᆀ

ԏීΓ

Address Ӧ֟
Country ୯ৎ

Code жዸ

Code жዸ

Account No. ፡Њဦዸ/ IBAN ୯ሞሌՉ፡Њဦዸ

70

Tel. No. ႝ၉
Message to Beneficiary ๏ԏීΓ( قߕޑ4 lines x 35 English characters or 7 Chinese words only ѝज़ 4 ՉǴՉ 35 ঁमЎӷ҆ ܈7 ঁύЎӷ)

71

Remittance Transaction Charges ༊ීҔ
I/We pay local bank charges and the beneficiary pays overseas bank charges ҁӦሌՉҔҗҁΓ/րЍбǴੇѦሌՉҔҗԏීΓЍб
I/We pay local bank charges and overseas bank charges (Please refer to Conditon 7 printed overleaf) ҁӦሌՉੇکѦሌՉҔҗҁΓ/ր
Ѝб (ፎୖ᎙ङ।܌ၩచීಃ 7 చ)

Local bank and overseas bank charges are to be deducted from the amount remitted ҁӦሌՉੇکѦሌՉҔҗ༊ීߎᚐύԌନ
Purpose of Remittance ༊ීҔ

Customer’s Signature ҙፎΓᛝӜ
I/We authorise the bank to debit the above monies for the lawful purpose detailed above and agree to be bound by the Terms and Conditions printed overleaf. I/We confirm that
my/our instructions have been clearly, accurately and completely set out in this form before signing it.
ҁΓ/րՉԌନаߎᚐϐ༊ීҔբӝݤҔ٠ӕཀڙङ।܌ၩϐచීϷಒ߾ऊ״ǶҁΓ/րዴᇡҁΓ/րࡰޑҢςమཱǴྗዴϷֹӦ༤ִܭҁ߄ϣωᛝբჴǶ
**We declare that if this remittance is of loan proceeds, its usage is in line with the original loan purpose, AND further declare that if the loan is against a Mainland bank
guarantee, the use of loan including the flow of funds complies with all applicable Mainland legal and regulatory requirements.
րᖂܴӵॊ༊ීීٰྍԾສීߎᚐǴځҔᆶচສීҞޑठǹќӵԜສීࢂҗৎϣӦሌՉբ㢢ߥǴځສීҔхࡴສීߎᚐޑፓኘ۳ٰ֡಄ӝϣӦԖᜢݤೕϷᅱᆅाǶ






S.V.

Customer Signature(s) ࠼ЊᛝӜ:

For Bank Use Only ሌՉҔ
Prepared by

Checked by

Approved by

Remarks
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Conditions
Please read and understand these Condtions:1.
The Bank shall not be liable for any loss or damage due to omission or delay in sending any message relating to this
remittance or in payment or in giving advice of payment; loss of any items or any messages or signals in transit or transmission or
otherwise; mutilation, error, omission, interruption or delay in transmission or delivery of any item, message, signals, letter,
telegram or cable; or the actions of omission of correspondents, sub-agent, other agency or any other party involved in The
Clearing House Automated Transfer System (if applicable); or declared or undeclared war; censorship; blockade; insurrection;
civil commotion; or any law, decree, regulation, control, restriction or other act of a domestic or of foreign government or other
group or groups exercising governmental powers, whether de jure or de facto; or breakdown or mal-function in or of any
computer, mechanical or electronic instruments, apparatus or device; or any act or event beyond our control.
2.
The Bank may send message(s) relating to the remittance either in words or in cipher and shall not be liable for any loss,
delay, error, omission or mutilation which may occur in the transmission of the message or for any misrepresentation of the
message, or any part thereof, by any of the Bank’s correspondents, or any delay, error caused by the payment or remittance
system of the correspondents’ country. In any event, the Bank shall not be liable for any loss of profit or loss under contract or any
special, indirect or subsequent loss.
3.
The Bank may, under circumstances determined by the Bank, require the remitter or any of the authorised signatories or
authorised persons to confirm the application by means of telephone before acting on the same. The Bank may refuse to act on
the application in the absence of such confirmation (in which event the Bank shall have the absolute discretion to determine the
disposal of the relevant application), without responsibility or liability on the Bank’s part for any such refusal or delay in acting as a
result.
4.
This application shall be subject to acceptance by the Bank at its absolute discretion and the Bank reserves the right not to
process any remittance if the Bank is of the opinion that the information given is incomplete or is not sufficiently clear. The Bank
shall not be liable for any delay in processing any remittance or for its decision in not processing the same where any information
given is, in the opinion of the Bank, incomplete or is not sufficiently clear.
5.
The application for remittance, once accepted by the Bank, may not be cancelled unless the Bank agrees in writing. In
considering whether to accept any request by the remitter for cancellation of remittance the Bank may take into account, inter alia,
whether it has received satisfactory confirmation from its correspondents that the remittance has been duly withheld and
cancelled. If the Bank agrees to cancel the remittance, such agreement will always be subject to the applicable conditions as the
Bank may impose from time to time.
6.
Subject to Condition (3), in the absence of specific instructions, the remittance will be effected in the currency of the country
to which the payment is to be made.
7.
All charges/commission outside Hong Kong are for the beneficiary's account and deducted from the proceeds of the
remittance unless specified otherwise. If so specified for the remitter’s account, such charges/commission shall be charged in
accordance with the Bank's prevailing charge tariff schedule but whether the beneficiary can receive the full amount of remittance
will depend on the practice adopted by the Bank’s correspondent and/or beneficiary bank involved. The Bank is entitled to
reimbusement from the remitter for the expenses of the Bank, its correspondents and agents. Additional overseas charges
(including charges levied by the beneficiary bank and or the Bank’s correspondent) may be imposed by some overseas banks.
These charges may be deducted from the remittance amount depending on the practice of such banks and the beneficiary may
as a result not be able to receive the full amount of remittance, regardless of the remitter’s payment instrcution stated overleaf or
otherwise.
8.
The Bank reserves the right to send a remittance from a different place (other than the one specified by the remitter) if
operational circumstances so require.
9.
The Bank is not responsible to advise the remitter of (i) any exchange control or other restrction which may be imposed by
the laws or regulations of the country where payment of the remittance is to be effected (the Bank shall not be liable for any loss
or delay arising from or in connection with such exchange control or restriction. The remitter is advised to make his/her own
enquiries about any exchange control or restriction); or (ii) any charges which may be imposed by the Bank’s correspondents.
10. Subject to Condition (3), the Bank will use reasonable endeavours to process applications received by the Bank on or
before the next working day. For this purpose, Saturday is not a working day.
11. If payment of remittance is to be completed on a particular date, the remitter shall state such date as the value date on this
application form overleaf, provided always that the Bank shall have the sole and unfettered discretion whether to accept any
application with a stated value date and if it so accepts, the Bank shall not be liable for any loss or damage incurred by the
remitter and/or beneficiary and /or any other party if the payment is not received by the beneficiary or the beneficiary’s bank on
the stated value date by reason of any event or cause beyond the control of the Bank or any to the Bank’s correspondents nor
shall the Bank be responsible as to when the beneficiary’s bank pays the beneficiary, or if it fails to do so, to recover payment from
it. In particular, if the value date is stated as the same day on which the application is accepted or deemed to be accepted, the
Bank shall not warrant that the beneficiary’s bank or the beneficiary will receive the remittance on the same day of the date of
acceptance or deemed acceptance of the application as the remittance will be subject to, inter alia, the cut-off time relating to the
geographical location of destination of the remittance.
12. If a refund of the remittance amount is desired from the Bank by the remitter, the Bank shall, at its discretion, make the
payment to the remitter at the prevailing buying rate for the relevant currency less all charges and expenses.
13. The Bank is entitled to collect from the remitter all remittance charges and other charges including those collected or to be
collected by the Bank's correspondent, agent or sub-agent in connection with carrying out the instructions in accordance with the
Bank's prevailing charge tariff schedule.
14. The Bank reserves the right to revise all remittance charges and these conditions from time to time without any notice.
15. The Bank may refuse to effect a Renminbi remittance if the application does not fulfil the requirements as designated by
Hong Kong Monetary Authority or the relevant clearing bank in Hong Kong from time to time.
16. The conditions herein contained shall be in addition to and shall not prejudice any other agreement(s) or terms and
conditions between the Bank and the remitter. If any provision or part of these conditions shall be invalid, all other provisions shall
remain in full force and effect.
17. Remitter may not include conditions to be satisfied before payment can be released to the beneficiary as neither the Bank
nor the beneficiary banks can accept responsibility for policing such conditions.
18. The remitter agrees and authorises the Bank to disclose any personal data relating to the remitter collected by the Bank
from time to time for such purposes and to such person (whether the recipient is located in Hong Kong or another country, or in a
country that does not offer the same level of data protection as Hong Kong) in accordance with the Bank's policies on use and
disclosure of personal data. Such policies are set out in statements, circulars, terms and conditions or notice made available by
the Bank to its customers from time to time. The remitter also agrees and authorises the Bank to (i) use the collected data for
the purpose of meeting the requirements to make disclosure under the requirements of any law, regulation, code or guideline,
court order or any regulatory authority in any jurisdictions, and (ii) disclose to any persons to whom the Bank is required or
permitted to do so by any law, regulation, code and guideline, court order or any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.
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చී

ፎಒ᎙ϷܴᐄΠӈచීǺ
1.
ঃӢΠӈݩԶЇठϐҺՖཞѨǴхࡴǺᒪᅅۯ܈ᇤวࢂԛ༊ීϐߞ৲ǵбී܈бී೯ޕǹҺՖЎҹૻ܈৲ૻ܈ဦӧว
܈ଌύځ܈Ѭ܌ݩวғϐཞѨǹଌ܈ҬбҺՖЎҹǵૻ৲ǵૻဦǵਜߞǵႝൔ܈ຫࢩႝൔޑཞ྄ǵᒱᇤǵᒪᅅǵύᘐ܈
ۯᇤǹҁՉޑжՉǵϩжΓǵځд౻ᏵҬඤ܌Ծᙯسځޑдୖϒᐒᄬځ܈дΓγޑ౧۹Չࣁǹς࠹թؒ܈Ԗ࠹թޑᏯ
ݾǹቩࡋڋǹ࠾ᙹǹࠇᡂǹផǹҁӦ܈ѦӦࡹ۬ځ܈д٣ჴࡓݤ܈Չ٬ࡹ۬ΚޑიᡏޑҺՖࡓݤǵڋзǵೕ߾ǵᆅ
ڋǵज़ځ܈ڋѬՉࣁǹ܈ҺՖႝတǵᐒఓ܈ႝηሺᏔϐࡺም܈Ѩᡫǹځ܈ѬҁՉόૈڋϐ٣ࡺǴҁՉཷόॄೢǶ
2.
ҁՉёஒ༊ීϐϪૻ৲аЎӷ܈ஏዸวрǴԶҁՉόॄೢӢวрૻ৲ԶౢғޑҺՖᒪѨǵۯᇤǵᒱᇤǵᒪᅅ྄܈ᚯ܈ҁ
ՉޑҺՖжՉᒱᇤഋॊ၀ૻ৲ځ܈ҺՖҽϐҺՖೢҺǴ܈ҁՉжՉޑ୯ৎޑЍб܈༊ීسޑҺՖۯᇤ܈ᒱᇤԶЇठϐҺ
ՖೢҺǶӧҺՖݩΠǴҁՉ֡όሡჹҺՖճዎ܈ӝऊϐཞѨǴ܈ձǵ໔ௗǵ܈ᝩଆϐཞѨॄҺՖೢҺǶ
3.
ҁՉӧࡪԜ༊ීҙፎՉ٣ǴёԾՉ،ۓԖሡाਔा༊ීΓځ܈ᕇᛝകΓ܈ᕇΓγޑҺՖΓаႝ၉ዴᇡԜ༊
ීҙፎǶӵҁՉ҂ૈᕇளॊޑዴᇡǴҁՉёࡪ๊ܔԜ༊ීҙፎՉ٣ȴӧԜݩΠҁՉԖ๊ჹଜ،ۓӵՖೀԖᜢޑ༊ීҙ
ፎȵǹҁՉคࣁ܈๊ܔӢԜۯᒨՉ٣ԶॄҺՖೢҺǶ
4.
ҁՉёԾՉ،ࢂۓցௗڙԜҙፎǶӵ༊ීҙፎਜύǴၗόֹ܈όమධǴҁՉߥ੮ճόೀԖᜢ༊ීǶӢԜԶᏤठ༊ී
҂ૈೀۯ܈ᇤǴҁՉЙ܍ᏼҺՖೢҺǶ
5.
༊ීޑҙፎࣁҁՉௗયࡕǴ҂ҁՉޑਜय़ӕཀόёڗǶܭԵቾࢂցௗڙ༊ීΓڗ༊ීޑाਔǴҁՉёԵቾځޑύ
ӢનࢂҁՉࢂցςௗᕇжՉςଶЗϷڗԖᜢ༊ීޑ೯ޕǶଷऩҁՉӕཀڗ༊ීǴ༊ීΓஒڙҁՉόਔᇡࣁҔޑచී
܌ऊ״Ƕ
6.

ӧచී(3)ϐೕज़ΠǴନߚќԖձࡰҢǴ༊ීஒаԏී୯ৎϐჾЍжǶ

7.
ӵؒԖձࡰҢǴӧ३ෝаѦޑϪҔ/աߎǴҗԏීΓЍб٠வ༊ීߎᚐύԌନǶӵຏܴ၀Ҕ/աߎҗ༊ීΓЍбǴ
၀Ҕ/աߎਥᏵҁՉਔᙶۓϐԏԏڗǴՠԏීΓૈցԏڗ༊ීӄኧǴ߾ڙԖᜢҁՉޑжՉϷ/܈ԏීሌՉޑбීᄍٯऊ
״ǶҁՉԖӛ༊ීΓԏڗҁՉǵҁՉޑжՉϷжΓޑ໒ЍǶҽੇѦሌՉёૈቻԏᚐѦੇѦЋុ(хࡴԏීሌՉϷҁՉ
ޑжՉޑԏ)ǹόፕ༊ීΓܭ༊ීҙፎਜ܈ӧځѬݩբрҺՖࡰҢǴ၀ሌՉࡪځᄍٯவ༊ීߎᚐԌନЋុǴԏීΓ
ӢԜόૈԏډ༊ීߎᚐޑӄኧǶ
8.

ӵӢᏹբ܌ݩሡǴҁՉளߥ੮ճஒԜ༊ී(ܭ༊ීΓࡰۓӦᗺаѦ)όӕӦᗺҬбǶ

9.
ҁՉЙஒΠӈӚၗ೯ޕ༊ීΓ: (i)Ԗᜢԏී୯Ӧ܈ࡓݤೕ߾܌ჴࡼϐѦ༊ᆅځ܈ڋдज़(ڋҁՉҭЙӢࣁ၀ᆅڋ
Ϸज़ڋԶЇठޑҺՖཞѨۯ܈ᇤॄҺՖೢҺǶ༊ීΓᔈԾՉ၌ԖᜢϐѦ༊ᆅ܈ڋज़)ڋǹϷ(ii)ҁՉޑжՉёૈԏڗϐҺՖ
ҔǶ
10.

ӧచී(3)ϐೕज़ΠǴҁՉΚܭԏډ༊ීҙፎޑϺ܈ΠঁπբϺೀҙፎǶӧԜԶقǴຼϤ٠όीᆉࣁπբϺǶ

11. ӵ༊ීሡाӧࢌঁࡰۓВයЍбǴ༊ීΓሡाӧङ।ҙፎਜࡰܴ၀Вයࣁ༊ීޑбීВǴோҁՉёԾՉ،ࢂۓցௗڀڙԖҺ
Ֆࡰۓ༊ීбීВޑ༊ීҙፎǴՠӵҁՉௗڙ၀ҙፎǴҁՉ㩲όҗܭҺՖόૈҗҁՉ܈ҺՖҁՉޑжՉޑڋ٣ҹ܈চӢԶ
зठԏීΓ܈ԏීሌՉ҂ૈӧࡰۓϐВԏڗ༊ීǴ܌Їठ༊ීΓϷ/܈ԏීΓϷ/܈ҺՖځдΓγޑཞѨԶॄҺՖೢҺǴҁՉҭЙ
൩ԏීሌՉЍбԏීΓޑਔ໔܈ӵځ҂ૈЍбॄೢǵҁՉҭЙॄೢӛԏීሌՉଓҺՖීǶӵбීВᆶ༊ීҙፎᕇץ܈
ຎࣁᕇץϐВයࣁӕВǴҗܭ༊ීёૈڙԏීӦޑᄒኧਔ໔ϷځѬӢન܌ज़ڋǴࡺҁՉ٠όߥԏීሌՉ܈ԏීΓёа
ӧ༊ීҙፎᕇץ܈ຎࣁᕇץϐӕВԏډ༊ීǶ
12. ӧҁՉϢϐݩΠǴऩ༊ීΓሡाҁՉଏᗋ༊ීǴҁՉёԾՉаԖᜢჾВϐວΕሽשᆉǴ٠ܭԌନ܌ሡϐԏϷځѬ
Ҕࡕଏීϒ༊ීΓǶ
13. ҁՉԖӛ༊ීΓԏ܌ڗԖԖᜢ༊ීϐ୍ܺҔϷځѬҔǴхࡴҁՉޑжՉǵжΓ܈ϩжΓՉ༊ීࡰҢԖᜢϐ
ҔǴ߾ਥᏵҁՉਔᙶۓϐ୍ܺԏीᆉǶ
14.

ҁՉёόਔፓ༊ීϐ୍ܺҔϷԜచීԶόբ೯ޕǶ

15.

ӵΓ҇ჾ༊ීҙፎό಄ӝߎᆅֽ܈३ෝԖᜢ่ᆉሌՉόਔբрޑԖᜢೕۓǴҁՉёڙ๊ܔΓ҇ჾ༊ීҙፎǶ

16. ҁచීуፏܭЪό্֫ҁՉᆶ༊ීΓϐ໔ޑҺՖځдޑऊ܈ۓచීᆶಒ߾ǶऩҁచීҺՖచЎ܈ҽѨਏǴ܌ԖځѬచЎ
ϝڀԖΜىਏΚϷբҔǶ
17. ༊ීΓόёуΕ༊ීЍбϒԏීΓሡाᅈߕޑىచҹǴচӢࢂҁՉ܈ԏීሌՉόૈௗڙᅱჸ၀చҹࢂցςᕇᒥவޑೢ
ҺǶ
18. ༊ීΓӕཀ٠ҁՉёஒҁՉόਔᇆԖᜢ༊ීΓϐҺՖঁΓၗǴਥᏵҁՉԖᜢ٬ҔϷܖ៛ঁΓၗࡹǴҔځܭύ܌
ॊҔϷӛځύ܌ॊΓγܖ៛ȴόፕௗԏΓࢂӧ३ෝ܈ќ୯ৎǴ܈ӧ٠όගٮᆶ३ෝӕำࡋޑၗߥምޑ୯ৎȵǶ၀ࡹ
ܭҁՉόਔഢԖ࠼ٮЊڗϐᖂܴǵ೯ڄǵచීϷచҹ܈೯ޕύၩܴǶ༊ීΓҭӕཀ٠ҁՉёஒ܌ᇆޑၗ(i)Ҕа಄ӝҺ
Ֆљݤᆅᗄࡓݤޑǵೕۓǵݤзࡰ܈Їǵݤଣڮз܈ᅱᆅᐒᄬुܴܖޑ៛ाǴϷ(ii)ӛҁՉਥᏵҺՖљݤᆅᗄࡓݤޑǵೕ
ۓǵݤзࡰ܈Їǵݤଣڮз܈ᅱᆅᐒᄬೕ܈ۓᕇϢӛځբрܖ៛ޑҺՖΓγܖ៛Ƕ
In the event of there being any difference between the English and Chinese versions of these conditions, the English version shall
prevail.
ӵԜచීޑύЎҁᆶमЎҁကԖৡ౦ǴᔈаमЎҁࣁྗǶ

